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ABSTRACT 
 
This article discusses studies that have been conducted on medical manuscripts in the Nusantara, 
especially those that have been presented in International Symposium on Nusantara Manuscripts 
initiated by Manassa (The Indonesian Association for Nusantara Manuscripts), National 
Seminar, and JUMANTARA Journal initiated by the National Library of Indonesia. In addition, it 
also discusses research on Nusantara medical manuscripts outside the Manassa forum and the 
National Library of Indonesia, especially those that have been conducted by researchers in 
Indonesia. The discussion of the results of this research is expected to provide an overview of 
medical manuscripts that have been studied, who the researchers are, and kind of studies that 
have been conducted on medical manuscripts in Nusantara. In the next section, it discusses the 
potential of Nusantara medical manuscripts, especially the manuscripts stored in Indonesia. The 
discussion in this section focuses on attempts to trace and explain the potential of Nusantara 
medical manuscript stored in Indonesia. The search effort of these medical manuscripts is based 
on the information of various manuscript catalogs, in particular the catalog of "local" 
manuscripts. Through the search of various manuscript catalogs, it‟s expected to know how the 
potential of Nusantara medical manuscripts. This effort is expected to provide a "map" of the 
potential of Nusantara medical manuscripts in Indonesia. 
 
KEYWORDS: manuscript, medical manuscript, Nusantara, Manassa, National Library of 
Indonesia 
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
"Medical Manuscripts" referred to in this article is a manuscript that contains about 
medication or medicine written with the letter and language in Nusantara, especially in 
Indonesia. Thus, the notion of "Medical manuscripts" includes not only manuscripts that use 
Jawi letter, and Malay language, but also manuscripts that use various Indonesian letter and local 
languages in Indonesia. 
In the Indonesian context, research efforts on Nusantara manuscripts cannot neglect the 
important role of Manassa (The Indonesian Association for Nusantara Manuscripts). Manassa is 
a professional organization engaged in the advocacy, preservation, and research on Nusantara 
manuscripts. This organization was founded on July 5
th
, 1996 by a number of philology scholars 
in Indonesia. Since its establishment until 2008, Manassa organizes scientific meetings regularly 
every year. The scientific meeting, named the "International Symposium on Nusantara 
Manuscripts" is one of Manassa's efforts to provide a means to  
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share information and discuss the results of research on Nusantara manuscripts. Since 2008, the 
international symposium is held every two years. Besides symposium, Manassa also conducted 
various Nusantara research in various regions in Indonesia. The results of the research are also 
published in a form of book. 
Besides Manassa, research on Nusantara manuscripts in Indonesia is also heavily 
influenced by the important role of the National Library of Indonesia. The government agency 
that holds more than 11.450 manuscripts has held several National Seminar activities and 
published a national journal containing the research on Nusantara manuscripts, namely 
JUMANTARA: Jurnal Manuskrip Nusantara (Nusantara Manuscripts Journal). 
The problem is how substantively the results of research that have been conducted by both 
institutions to medical manuscripts in Indonesia? What medical manuscripts that have been 
studied, who the researchers are, and what studies that have been conducted so far? Is there a 
research on Malay medical manuscripts outside the activities initiated or conducted by the two 
institutions above? 
To acquire answers to these questions, various research results on Malay medical 
manuscripts are traced and collected, whether in the form of papers in symposium or seminars, 
as well as articles in journals or books published in Indonesia. The literature study is conducted 
by tracing all the papers presented at the International Seminar on Nusantara Manuscripts I-XVI 
(1997-2016) organized by Manassa, National Seminar organized by the National Library of 
Indonesia, and various journals, proceedings, or research reports that can be reached through 
internet network and personal communication with manuscript researchers in Indonesia. The 
collected data is then classified according to the aim of this article so that provisional 
conclusions about the research results on Malay medical manuscripts in the context of Nusantara, 
especially Indonesia can be drawn. 
To know the description of the potential of Nusantara medical manuscripts, especially in 
Indonesia, this article refers to various manuscript catalogs published in Indonesia. The selected 
catalog is a manuscript catalog that records individual/personal manuscript collections, not 
manuscript catalogs that are owned or stored in government institutions. Starting from the 
catalogs, the data about manuscripts containing information about "medication" are recorded and 
classified. Based on this method, a provisional conclusion is drawn on the potential of Nusantara 
medical manuscripts, especially those that are stored in Indonesia. 
  
RESEARCH ON MEDICAL MANUSCRIPTS   
 
Until today there has been no exact calculation of the number of Nusantara manuscripts, 
let alone more specifically the number of medical manuscripts. One of the obstacles in detecting 
the number of Nusantara manuscripts is the ownership. Many manuscripts owned by private, 
both individual and collective (the property of custom, community, surau „prayer-house for 
Moslem‟, temple, shrine, etc.). Our knowledge on the number of Nusantara manuscripts is 
relatively only referring to the storage of manuscripts in government institutions, such as 
libraries and museums, both domestic and abroad. The manuscripts stored in "official" storage 
institutions are easier to record and collect their information. Meanwhile, the manuscripts owned 
by individual collections have not been successfully collected (few). 
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In Indonesia, the largest manuscript storage institution is the National Library of  
Indonesia. Until today the National Library of Indonesia has more than 11,450 manuscripts. This 
number can increase again because this institution has an acquisition program or procurement of 
individual (private) manuscripts that are conducted regularly every year. Aside from being a 
storage institution for manuscripts, the National Library of Indonesia also carried out 
dissemination activities of research results conducted by manuscript researchers. The activities 
held by this institution are mainly in the form of National Seminars and the publication of 
journals related to Nusantara manuscripts. 
In terms of the research of Nusantara manuscripts, the role of Manassa is very central. 
The professional organizations whose members are mostly philologists from various universities 
in Indonesia have collaborated with the National Library of Indonesia and various other 
institutions, both at home and abroad. Domestically, Manassa collaborates with the Ministry of 
Religious Affairs (Ministry of Religious Affairs‟ Research and Development Agency) and the 
Ministry of Education and Culture (Language Development and Fostering Agency). 
Internationally, Manassa has collaborated with The Ford Foundation, Tokyo University of 
Foreign Studies (TUFS, Japan), Leipzig University (Germany), Juma al-Majid Center (Dubai), 
and others. Therefore, the discussion on the results of research on "Malay Medical Manuscript" 
began with a discussion of the results of a manuscript research initiated by Manassa, then 
followed by the research initiated by the National Library of Indonesia, and the results of studies 
conducted outside the two institutions. 
 
- The Research initiated by MANASSA 
 
As stated in the previous section, one of the routine activities conducted by Manassa is 
the “International Symposium on Nusantara Manuscript" (hereinafter abbreviated as SIPN). 
SIPN has been held 16 times, and the 17
th
 SIPN will be held on 26-28 November 2018 in 
Pekanbaru, Riau. SIPN was held once a year since 1996 (SIPN I) until 2008 (SIPN XII). After 
that, SIPN was held every two years: SIPN XIII (Solo, 2010), SIPN XIV (Yogyakarta, 2012), 
SIPN XV (Padang, 2014), SIPN XVI (Jakarta, 2016), and SIPN XVII (Pekanbaru, 2018). 
The theme of each SIPN is always different. However, until SIPN XVII in Pekanbaru, the 
theme "Medical Manuscript" has never been chosen as one of the special themes. The paper that 
examines the "Medical Manuscript" is also not much compared to other themes or topics. 
Based on an investigation of the papers presented in the SIPN (SIPN I to SIPN XVI), a 
paper containing a research on "Medical Manuscripts" was only found as many as 6 papers. The 
6 papers were presented in SIPN II, III, VII, XV and XVI. The following is a list of papers 
containing a research of "Medical Manuscript" presented at SIPN initiated by Manassa. 
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Table 1 
The Papers on “Nusantara Medical Manuscripts” 
In Simposium Internasional Pernaskahan Nusantara 
(International Symposium on Nusantara Manuscripts) 
(1996-2016) 
 
No
. 
Title Author (s) SIPN 
1. “Primbon sebagai Sumber 
Pengetahuan Sistem 
Pengobatan Tradisional 
Jawa”  
Bani Sudardi SIPN II (Depok, 
1998) 
2. “Kajian Pendahuluan 
terhadap Naskah-Naskah 
Pengobatan Tradisional 
Masyarakat Serawai”  
Sarwit Sarwono  SIPN II (Depok, 
1998) 
3.  “Naskah E Peti 91 dan 
Tradisi Nedo Suting pada 
Masyarakat Rejang”   
Sarwit Sarwono SIPN III (Jakarta, 
1999) 
4. “Naskah Klasik Obat 
Tradisional”  
Marsono SIPN VII (Bali, 2003) 
5. “Naskah Pengobatan Usada 
Rara dan Konservasi 
Tanaman Obat di Lombok”  
Lalu Muhammad Ariadi SIPN XV (Padang, 
2014) 
6. “Praktik Etnomedisin dalam 
Manuskrip Obat-Obatan 
Tradisional Melayu”  
Junaidi 
 
SIPN XVI (Jakarta, 
2016) 
 
From the information in Table 1, following are the points that can be derived: 
 
(1) The research results on "Medical Manuscripts" are only found as many as 6 papers from 
hundreds of papers presented during 16 times of SIPN program. 
(2) There are only 5 researchers who presented the results of their research on "Medical 
Manuscripts" for the 16 times of SIPN organizing. It means that during the span of 20 
years of SIPN program held by Manassa, there are only 5 researchers who wrote a paper 
on "Medical Manuscripts" from hundreds of researchers who did the presentation on 
Nusantara manuscript. 
(3) The topic of "Medical Manuscripts" research is found only in 5 SIPNs of 16 SIPN 
program. 
(4) The five authors of "Medical Manuscripts" paper are lecturers at universities in 
Indonesia: Bani Sudardi (lecturer of Sebelas Maret State University, Surakarta), Sarwit 
Sarwono (Lecturer at FKIP Bengkulu), Marsono (lecturer at Gadjah Mada University,  
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Yogyakarta) Lalu Muhammad Ariadi (Lecturer at IAIN Hamzanwadi NW Pancor, 
Lombok), and Junaidi (Lecturer at Lancang Kuning University, Pekanbaru, Riau). 
(5) The "Medical Manuscripts" studied are the manuscripts of Javanese, Bengkulu (Rejang, 
Serawai), Lombok (West Nusa Tenggara), and Malay (Riau). 
(6) The research conducted was descriptive: various types of medication, medicines, and 
diseases mentioned in the manuscript were described and classified. There is no more in-
depth research on Medical manuscripts which involves researchers from other related 
discipline of science. 
 
-The Research initiated by the National Library of Indonesia 
 
In addition to Manassa, the National Library of Indonesia can be considered as the most 
often institution that organizes activities related to the dissemination of research results on 
Nusantara manuscripts. The Institute regularly organizes National Seminar related to Nusantara 
manuscript. In contrast to Manassa who had never organized SIPN with a special theme on 
medication, the National Library of Indonesia held a National Seminar on the theme "Traditional 
Medicine in Nusantara Manuscripts" on 27-28 September 2011. The results of this seminar were 
later published in the form of Prosiding Seminar Nasional Naskah Nusantara (Proceedings of 
the National Seminar on Nusantara Manuscripts). The following are the papers presented at the 
seminar. 
 
Table 2 
The papers on “Medical Manuscripts” 
Presented in National Seminar on Nusantara Manuscripts 
“Pengobatan Tradisional dalam Naskah Nusantara” 
(Traditional Medicine in Nusantara Manuscripts) 
Jakarta, 27-28 September 2011 
 
No. Title Author (s) Page (in 
Proceeding) 
1. “Pemanfaatan Obat  Tradisional 
Songga (Strychan Linguistrina) 
di NTB” 
Rubangi Al Hasan, 
Sentot Adi Sasmuko 
 2011: 18-45 
2. “Mengkreasi Produk Kajian 
Ekolinguistik dan Eko-Botani 
Menuju ke Aarah Penggalian 
Pengobatan Tradisional dalam 
Naskah Kuno pada Masyarakat 
Etnik Muna” 
Hadirman  2011: 46-84 
3. “Identifikasi Potensi Tanaman 
Obat dalam Prasasti-Prasasti 
Jawa Kuna” 
Ismail Lutfi, Hery 
Kurniawan, Budi 
Prasetyo, Eko Djunaedi 
 2011: 85-102 
4. “Orang Sakit Tidak Perlu ke Heri Priyatmoko  2011: 103-152 
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Dokter: Kajian Serat Primbon 
Jampi Jawi” 
5. “Kecantikan dan Pengobatan 
Penyakit Reproduksi dalam 
Naskah Rukmini Tatwa” 
I Ketut Jirnaya  2011; 153-190 
 
6. Pengobatan Tradisional dalam 
Khazanah Naskah Sunda 
Ruhaliah  2011: 191-224 
7. “Penggunaan Jamu dalam 
Perawatan Ibu Pasca Melahirkan 
di Kecamatan Nguka Kabupaten 
Sukohardjo” 
Ath Thur Fistri Adiati  2011: 225-260 
8. “Pengobatan Tradisional dalam 
Naskah-Naskah Kuno 
Minangkabau: Identifikasi 
Penyakit, Jenis Obat, Cara 
Pengobatannya, serta Analisis 
Etnomedisin” 
Pramono  2011: 261-306 
9. “Bahan dan Cara Pengobatan 
Tradisional Model Aceh dalam 
Naskah Asal Pidie” 
Fakhriati  2011: 307-355 
 
10. “Mantra Pengobatan Orang Jawa 
(Upaya Saintifikasi Pengobatan 
Tradisional)” 
Arif Hartarto  2011: 356-398 
 
11. “Soma di Kurusetra: Obat 
Therapi dari Upakhana 
Abhimanyuvadha dalam 
Kakavin Bharatayudha” 
Manu J. Widyaseputra  2011:399-426 
 
 
Table 2 shows that not all papers discussed manuscripts, but some also discussed songga 
traditional medicines used by society in daily medical practices (no 1), inscriptions (no 3), and 
the use of herbal medicine in Javanese society (no 7). Thus, there are only 8 papers that discuss 
medical manuscripts. The number of papers and researchers are more than the number of papers 
in SIPN. Interestingly, none of the papers author in the National Seminar on Nusantara 
Manuscript (SNNN) was the same as the papers author at SIPN. In addition to lecturers at 
various universities in Indonesia, the authors of paper in SNNN are also researchers in various 
research institutions (Fakhriati, Rubangi Al Hasan, Athur Fitri Adiati, Arif Hartarto), doctor 
(Hery Kurniawan Widjaya), psychiatrist (Eko Djunaedi), staff of SMAK (Petrus Budi Prasetyo), 
and writer (Heri Priyatmoko). 
Table 2 shows that the most studied medical manuscripts are Javanese manuscripts. 
Besides, manuscripts from other regions in Indonesia are also studied, namely Muna (Southeast 
Sulawesi), Bali, Sunda (West Java), Minangkabau (West Sumatra), and Aceh. As with the SIPN, 
research conducted on medical manuscripts on SNNN are generally descriptive. Various types of 
diseases and medication methods are described and classified. However, there are also  
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researchers who try to go beyond than describing it. In his paper entitled “Mantra Pengobatan 
Orang Jawa (Upaya Saintifikasi Pengobatan Tradisional)” (Saintification Effort of Traditional 
Medicine), Arif Hartarto seeks to analyze deeply the methods of Javanese traditional medicine 
through a more rational analysis of modern medical science which he named as "scientification." 
In a paper entitled “Mengkreasi Produk Kajian Ekolinguistik dan Eko-Botani Menuju ke Arah 
Penggalian Pengobatan Tradisional dalam Naskah Kuno pada Masyarakat Etnik Muna” 
(Creating Eco-linguistic and Eco-Botanical Studies Products toward the Revealing of Traditional 
Medicine in Old Manuscripts of Muna Ethnic Society), Hadirman went further beyond 
describing the content of the manuscript. He proposed the production of eco-linguistic and eco-
botanical studies products in regard to traditional medicine in old manuscripts in Muna ethnic 
community, Southeast Sulawesi. 
Besides National Seminar activities that specifically-themed with "traditional medicine", 
the National Library also published a volume of Jumantara Journal with the theme of 
medication, namely Jumantara Journal, Vol. 2 No.2, October 2011. In this volume, there are 8 
articles of the research results on Nusantara medical manuscripts. These 8 articles were written 
by 10 researchers from 8 different institutions (universities). Interestingly, out of the 10 authors 
of this article, only 1 writer has ever conducted a research on medical manuscript and presented 
it in SIPN or SNNN, namely Bani Sudardi. The other nine writers are completely different 
researchers. Furthermore, in the Vol. 4 No. 1, 2013 of Jumantara journal was also found 1 article 
that discusses Malay medical manuscripts. Thus in Jumantara Journal was found 9 articles 
discussing Malay medical manuscripts. The following is a list of 9 articles about Malay medical 
manuscripts published in Jumantara Journal. 
 
Table 3 
The articles on “Medication” 
In Jumantara Journal of the National Library of Indonesia 
 
No Title Author (s) Published in 
1. “Deskripsi Antropologi Medis: 
Manfaat Binatang dalam Tradisi 
Pengobatan Jawa” 
Bani Sudardi Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
2. “Naskah Usadha Rare: Teknik 
Menjaga Kesehatan Secara Herbal 
Terhadap Anak-anak di Bali” 
Pande Wayan 
Renawati 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
3. “Ramuan Flora dan Fauna dalam 
Mujarabat Melayu” 
Yusmilayati Yunos 
dan Noriah 
Mohamed 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
4. “Ramuan Obat Hangat Kanjeng 
Sultan Agung Prabu Anyakrakusuma, 
Kanjeng Sunan Kudus dari Mekah, 
dan Loloh  dalam Naskah Buku Jampi 
Koleksi Perpustakaan Pura 
Pakualaman” 
Veronica Anindhia 
Dewi Pravita 
 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
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5.  “Serat Primbon Jampi Jawi Koleksi 
Perpustakaan Dewantara Kirti Griya 
(Tamansiswa): Sebuah Dokumentasi 
Pengobatan Tradisional” 
Arsanti Wulandari 
 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
 
6. “Tanaman dalam Manuskrip 
Indonesia Sebagai Bahan Rujukan 
Penemuan Obat Baru” 
Widharto 
 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
7. “Warisan Intelektual Bidang 
Pengobatan Tradisional dalam Naskah 
Racikan Boreh Saha Parem Karya 
ISKS Pakoeboewono IX” 
Supardjo dan 
Sudarsini 
 
Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
8. “Rahasia Pengobatan Yang Tersirat 
dalam Naskah Mantra” 
Elis Suryani NS Jumantara,Vol. 2 No. 
2, October 2011 
9. “Farmakologi Tradisional di 
Palembang dalam Perspektif Ekologi 
Budaya” 
Endang 
Rochmiatun 
Jumantara, Vol, 4, No. 
1 Tahun 2013 
 
Table 3 presents 9 articles published in Jumantara journal; 8 articles were published in 
Vol. 2 No. 2, October 2011 and 1 article were published in Vol. 4, No. 1, 2013. The 9 articles 
were written by 12 researchers from various universities in Indonesia and Malaysia. The medical 
manuscripts studied are Javanese, Balinese, Malay and Sundanese (West Java) manuscripts. The 
most studied manuscript is Javanese manuscripts (in 4 articles), followed by Balinese and Malay 
(2 articles), and Sundanese (1 article). The research was conducted descriptively: to describe 
various types of medication, medicines, and diseases which mentioned in the manuscript, then 
classified them. There was no more in-depth research that involves researchers from other fields 
of science, such as pharmacy or medicine, which are related to the medical manuscripts 
discussed. 
 
- The Research Initiated by Another Party 
 
Apart from the symposium or seminars initiated by Manassa and the National Library of 
Indonesia, there are still many research activities on Nusantara manuscripts. Generally, the 
research on manuscript are conducted by researchers or lecturers in various universities in 
Indonesia. Those researches on manuscript are funded by the university (researchers‟ 
workplace), or by research funding from the Government of Indonesia (Directorate of Higher 
Education). In addition, there are also some self-funding researchers. The results of research on 
manuscript were then presented at seminars or conferences, some were disseminated in the form 
of journal articles, and some were only in the form of research reports. The following are a 
number of articles, papers and research reports related to Malay medical manuscripts that have 
been collected. 
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Table 4 
Articles/Papers/Research Reports on Nusantara medical Manuscripts 
 
No.No The title of Articles/ Papers/ 
Research report 
Author/ 
Researcher 
Published on 
1.1 
 
1 
“Kajian Terhadap Naskah 
Kuna Nusantara Koleksi 
Fakultas Ilmu Pengetahuan 
Budaya Universitas Indonesia: 
Penyakit dan Pengobatan 
Ramuan Tradisional” 
Dina 
Nawangningrum, 
Munawar Holil, I 
Made Suparta, 
Supriyanto Widodo 
 
Jurnal MAKARA Sosial 
Humaniora, Vol. 8, No. 2, 
Agustus 2004: 45-53. 
2.22 
2 
“Konservasi Tumbuhan Obat 
Usada Bali dalam Perspektif 
Ekowisata” 
I Gusti Putu 
Suryadarma 
Prosiding Seminar 
Konservasi Tumbuhan 
Usada Bali dan Peranannya 
dalam Mendukung 
Ekowisata (2007). 
3.3 
3 
“Pengobatan Tradisional dalam 
Naskah-Naskah Minangkabau: 
Inventarisasi Naskah, Teks dan 
Analisis Etnomedisin” 
Danang Susena, 
Pramono, Herry 
Nur Hidayat 
WACANA ETNIK, Jurnal 
Ilmu Sosial dan Humaniora, 
Volume 4, Nomor 2, 
Oktober 2013: 133-152. 
4. 
4 
Fitotherapy dalam Manuskrip-
Manuskrip Jawa  
(Tahun ke-1 dari Rencana 2 
Tahun) 
 
Hesti Mulani 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
Laporan Akhir Penelitian 
Fundamental Tahun ke-1 
dari rencana 2 tahun, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2013). 
5. 
5 
Fitotherapy dalam Manuskrip-
Manuskrip Jawa (Tahun 
Kedua) 
 
Hesti Mulani 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
Laporan Akhir Penelitian 
Fundamental Tahun kedua, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2014). 
6. 
6 
“Ramuan Herbal Noninstan 
dalam Naskah Kitab Tib 
sebagai Alternatif Pengobatan” 
Ellya Roza Jurnal Sosial Budaya: 
Media Komunikasi Ilmu-
Ilmu Sosial dan Budaya, 
Vol. 11, No. 1, Januari-Juni 
2014: 1-18. 
7. 
 
7 
“Pemanfaatan Tumbuhan Obat 
Tradisional oleh Masyarakat 
Etnis Serawai Berbasis Naskah 
Kuno Ka Ga Nga di Desa 
Kampai Talo Kabupaten 
Bengkulu Selatan” 
Kasrina Prosiding Semirata 2015 
bidang MIPA BKS-PTN 
Barat Universitas 
Tanjungpura Pontianak, 
2015: 36-46. 
8. “Leksikon Etnomedisin dalam 
Pengobatan Tradisional 
Rona Almos dan 
Pramono 
Jurnal Arbitrer Vol. 2, April 
2015: 44-53. 
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8 Minangkabau”  
9. 
9 
Pengobatan Tradisional Jawa 
pada Manuskrip-Manuskrip 
Mangkunegaran, Kasunanan 
Surakarta, dan Museum 
Radyapustaka. (Tahun ke-1 
dari rencana 2 tahun) 
Hesti Mulani, 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir Penelitian 
Fundamental, Universitas 
Negeri Yogyakarta (2015). 
10.10 Pengobatan Tradisional Jawa 
pada Manuskrip-Manuskrip 
Mangkunegaran, Kasunanan 
Surakarta, dan Museum 
Radyapustaka. (Tahun ke-2 
dari rencana 2 tahun)  
Hesti Mulani, 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir Penelitian 
Fundamental, Universitas 
Negeri Yogyakarta (2016). 
11. 
11 
“Naskah Usada sebagai 
Kearifan Lokal Masyarakat 
Bali” 
Mu‟jizah DIALEKTIKA: Jurnal 
Bahasa, Sastra, dan 
Pendidikan Bahasa dan 
Sastra Indonesia, 3(2), 
2016: 191-200. 
12. 
12 
“Naskah Pengobatan dan 
Pertumbuhan Islam di 
Indonesia Tengah” 
Lalu Muhammad 
Ariadi 
Proceedings ANCOM 2017: 
Naskah Pengobatan dan 
Pertumbuhan Islam 
 13. 
13 
“Pengobatan Tradisional Jawa 
dalam Manuskrip Serat 
Primbon Jampi Jawi” 
Hesti Mulyani, Sri 
Harti W, Venny 
Indria E. 
Jurnal LITERA, Volume 16, 
Nomor 1, April 2017: 139-
151.  
14.14 “Jenis Tanaman Obat dalam 
Naskah Obat-Obatan Koleksi 
Museum Jawa Barat” 
Siti Wahyuni, Tedi 
Permadi 
Prosiding Seminar Nasional 
Kearifan Lokal dalam 
Pemertahanan Integrasi 
Bangsa Indonesia, Unpad, 
Bandung, 2017: 555-559.  
 15. 
15 
“Rahasia Obat dan Pengobatan 
Tradisional: Keterjalinan, 
Keselarasan Naskah dengan 
Adat dan Tradisi Masyarakat 
Baduy”  
Heryanto, Elis 
Suryani NS, Ike 
Rostikawati Husen 
Prosiding Seminar Nasional 
Kearifan Lokal dalam 
Pemertahanan Integrasi 
Bangsa Indonesia, Unpad, 
Bandung, 2017: 572-878.  
 
Table 4 presents the research on medical manuscripts conducted by researchers outside 
the activities initiated by Manassa and the National Library of Indonesia which surprisingly 
relative large and varied. There are 15 articles, papers and research reports, whose researchers or 
authors are coming from various regions in Indonesia: West Sumatra, Riau, Jakarta, Depok, 
Bandung, Yogyakarta, Pontianak (West Kalimantan), and Lombok (West Nusa Tenggara). 
Almost all of the researchers/authors are lecturers/researchers in universities. 
Medical manuscripts studied are diverse: Javanese, Balinese, Sundanese, Minangkabau, 
Malay, Bengkulu, Lombok manuscripts. The most widely studied number of manuscripts are  
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Javanese manuscripts (especially those that belong to the collection of institutions in Yogyakarta; 
Sonobudoyo Museum and Pakualaman Temple), and Balinese manuscripts. The researches 
conducted on medical manuscripts are mostly descriptive and employs philology study as the 
starting point. Moreover, there was no collaboration with experts of other fields such as 
pharmacy or medicine. 
 
PUBLICATION AND TYPES OF MANUSCRIPT  
 
Based on the description in the previous section, it can be said that researches on Malay 
medical manuscripts have been conducted quite a lot. The seeking efforts on the research data of 
Malay medical manuscripts has been conducted in Indonesia from 2000 to 2017, and 
successfully collected 34 articles, papers and research reports. In that time span, 2011 was the 
year where the highest number of research on Malay medical manuscripts found, whereas in 
2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2012 none of the research on Malay 
medical manuscripts were found. 
During 17 years, the research on Malay medical manuscripts is mostly conducted on 
Javanese manuscripts, especially those stored in institutions located in Yogyakarta. In addition to 
Javanese manuscripts, other manuscripts are also studied; they are Aceh, Malay, Minangkabau, 
Bengkulu, Sunda, Muna, Bali and Lombok manuscripts. Most Malay medical manuscripts 
researchers are academics from various universities, a small percentage are researchers in 
government research institutions. 
The research on Malay medical manuscripts is largely descriptive. The results of the 
research present various information about disease type, medication method, and types of plants 
or animals that are used as medicines. It is rare to conduct further research by linking the 
findings of information in manuscripts to other fields of pharmacy or medicine. This is 
understandable because most of the Malay medical manuscripts researchers who collected the 
data are philologists. The research methods used to analyze medical manuscripts generally uses 
philological methods. 
In summary, information on research on Malay medical manuscripts between 2000 and 
2017 can be observed in Table 5. 
 
Table 5 
The Research on “Malay Medical Manuscripts” and 
the Type of Nusantara Manuscripts 
Year of Publication 2000—2017 in Indonesia 
  
Year of 
publicati
on 
The title of 
Articles/Papers/ 
Research report 
Author/Resea
rcher 
Published on The Manuscript 
studied 
2000 “Primbon sebagai 
Sumber 
Pengetahuan 
Sistem Pengobatan 
Bani Sudardi Buku: Naskah 
sebagai Sumber 
Pengetahuan 
Budaya. Kumpulan 
Naskah Jawa: 1. 
Serat Centhini; 2. 
Serat Primbon Jampi 
Jawi; 3. Serat 
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Tradisional Jawa” Makalah SIPN II. 
Jakarta: 
Masyarakat 
Pernaskahan 
Nusantara. 
Primbon 
Atmasupana; 4. 
Serat Adammakna;  
2000 “Kajian 
Pendahuluan 
terhadap Naskah-
Naskah Pengobatan 
Tradisional 
Masyarakat 
Serawai” 
Sarwit 
Sarwono 
Buku. Naskah 
sebagai Sumber 
Pengetahuan 
Budaya. Kumpulan 
Makalah SIPN II. 
Jakarta: 
Masyarakat 
Pernaskahan 
Nusantara. 
Naskah Ka-ga-nga 
(Bengkulu): 1. MNB 
3904; 2. MNB 4978; 
3. MNB 5503; 4. 
MNB 0752 
2004: 45-
53 
“Kajian Terhadap 
Naskah Kuna 
Nusantara Koleksi 
Fakultas Ilmu 
Pengetahuan 
Budaya Universitas 
Indonesia: Penyakit 
dan Pengobatan 
Ramuan 
Tradisional” 
Dina 
Nawangningru
m, Munawar 
Holil, I Made 
Suparta, 
Supriyanto 
Widodo 
Jurnal MAKARA 
Sosial Humaniora, 
Vol. 8, No. 2, 
Agustus 2004 
Naskah Jawa, Bali, 
Melayu, dan Sunda 
koleksi Perputakaan 
FIB UI:  Naskah 
Jawa:1. Resep 
Jampi-Jampi Jawi; 2. 
Primbon Jawi; 3. 
Primbon; 4. 
Primbon; Naskah 
Bali: 5. Tenung 
Saptawara; 6. Usada 
Keling; Naskah 
Melayu: 7. Primbon; 
Naskah Sunda: 8. 
Jampe jeung Elmu. 
 
2007 “Konservasi 
Tumbuhan Obat 
Usada Bali dalam 
Perspektif 
Ekowisata” 
I Gusti Putu 
Suryadarma 
Prosiding Seminar 
Konservasi 
Tumbuhan Usada 
Bali dan 
Peranannya dalam 
Mendukung 
Ekowisata 
Naskah Bali: Usada 
Taru Pramana 
2011: 46-
84 
“Mengkreasi 
Produk Kajian 
Ekolinguistik dan 
Eko-Botani 
Menuju ke Aarah 
Penggalian 
Pengobatan 
Hadirman Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Naskah Muna 
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Tradisional dalam 
Naskah Kuno pada 
Masyarakat Etnik 
Muna” 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
 
2011: 
103-152 
“Orang Sakit 
Tidak Perlu ke 
Dokter: Kajian 
Serat Primbon 
Jampi Jawi” 
Heri 
Priyatmoko 
Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Jawa: Serat 
Primbon Jampi Jawi 
2011: 
153-190 
“Kecantikan dan 
Pengobatan 
Penyakit 
Reproduksi dalam 
Naskah Rukmini 
Tatwa” 
I Ketut Jirnaya Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Bali: 
Rukmini Tatwa 
2011: 
191-224 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Khazanah Naskah 
Sunda 
Ruhaliah Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Sunda: 
Petangan, 
Paririmbon 
2011: 
225-260 
“Penggunaan Jamu 
dalam Perawatan 
Ibu Pasca 
Melahirkan di 
Kecamatan Nguka 
Kabupaten 
Sukohardjo” 
Ath Thur Fistri 
Adiati 
Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Jawa 
2011: 
261-306 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah-Naskah 
“Kuno 
Pramono Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Naskah 
Minangkabau 
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Minangkabau: 
Identifikasi 
Penyakit, Jenis 
Obat, Cara 
Pengobatannya, 
serta Analisi 
Etnomedisin” 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
2011: 
307-355 
“Bahan dan Cara 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional Model 
Aceh dalam 
Naskah Asal Pidie” 
Fakhriati Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Aceh (Pidie) 
2011: 
356-398 
“Mantra 
Pengobatan Orang 
Jawa (Upaya 
Saintifikasi 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional)” 
Arif Hartarto Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Jawa 
2011: 
399-426 
“Soma di 
Kurusetra: Obat 
Therapi dari 
Upakhana 
Abhimanyuvadha 
dalam Kakavin 
Bharatayudha” 
Manu J. 
Widyaseputra 
Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Naskah 
Nusantara 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah 
Nusantara”, 
Jakarta, 27-28 
September 2011 
Naskah Jawa (Kuna) 
2011 “Deskripsi 
Antropologi Medis: 
Manfaat Binatang 
dalam Tradisi 
Pengobatan Jawa” 
Bani Sudardi JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Jawa: Serat 
Centhini dan Kitab 
Primbon Betal 
Djemur Adam 
Makna 
2011 “Naskah Usadha 
Rare: 
Teknik Menjaga 
Kesehatan Secara 
Herbal Terhadap 
 
Pande Wayan 
Renawati 
 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Bali: Usadha 
Rare 
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Anak-anak di Bali” 
2011 “Ramuan Flora 
dan Fauna dalam 
Mujarabat Melayu” 
Yusmilayati 
Yunos dan 
Noriah 
Mohamed 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Melayu: 
Mujarobat Melayu 
2011 “Ramuan Obat 
Hangat Kanjeng 
Sultan Agung 
Prabu 
Anyakrakusuma, 
Kanjeng Sunan 
Kudus dari Mekah, 
dan Loloh  
dalam Naskah 
"Buku Jampi" 
Koleksi 
Perpustakaan Pura 
Pakualaman” 
Veronica 
Anindhia Dewi 
Pravita 
 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Jawa: Buku 
Jampi 
2011 “Serat Primbon 
Jampi Jawi Koleksi 
Perpustakaan 
Dewantara Kirti 
Griya 
(Tamansiswa): 
Sebuah 
Dokumentasi 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional” 
Arsanti 
Wulandari 
 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Jawa: Serat 
Primbon Jampi Jawi 
2011 “Tanaman dalam 
Manuskrip 
Indonesia  
Sebagai Bahan 
Rujukan Penemuan 
Obat Baru” 
Widharto 
 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Jawa 
2011 “Warisan 
Intelektual Bidang 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah Racikan 
Boreh Saha Parem 
Karya ISKS 
Pakoeboewono IX” 
Supardjo dan 
Sudarsini 
 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
2011 
 
Naskah Jawa 
2011 “Rahasia 
Pengobatan Yang 
Elis Suryani 
NS 
JUMANTARA,Vol. 
2 No. 2--Oktober 
Naskah Sunda: 
Naskah mantra 
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Tersirat dalam 
Naskah Mantra” 
 2011 
 
2013: 
133-152 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional dalam 
Naskah-Naskah 
Minangkabau: 
Inventarisasi 
Naskah, Teks dan 
Analisis 
Etnomedisin” 
Danang 
Susena, 
Pramono, 
Herry Nur 
Hidayat 
WACANA 
ETNIK, Jurnal 
Ilmu Sosial dan 
Humaniora, 
Volume 4, Nomor 
2, Oktober 2013 
 
Naskah 
Minangkabau 
2013: 46-
64 
“Farmakologi 
Tradisional di 
Palembang dalam 
Perspektif Ekologi 
Budaya” 
Endang 
Rochmiatun 
Jurnal Jumantara, 
Vol, 4, No, 1 
Tahun 2013 
Naskah Melayu 
(Palembang): 1. 
Kitab Butikan Obat-
Obat; 2. Mujarobat 
 
2013 Fitotherapy dalam 
Manuskrip-
Manuskrip Jawa  
(Tahun ke-1 dari 
Rencana 2 Tahun) 
 
Hesti Mulani 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir 
Penelitian 
Fundamental 
Tahun ke-1 dari 
rencana 2 tahun, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2013). 
Naskah Jawa: 
Koleksi Museum 
Sonobudoyo dan 
Pura Pakualaman 
Yogyakarta: (1) 
Boekoe Primbon 
Djampi Djawi, (2) 
Serat Primbon 
Djawi, (3) Serat 
Primbon 
Jawi/Pratelaning 
Jampi Warni-Warni, 
(4) Serat Primbon 
saha Wirid, (5) Serat 
Primbon, dan (6) 
Buku Jampi. 
2014 Fitotherapy dalam 
Manuskrip-
Manuskrip Jawa 
(Tahun Kedua) 
 
Hesti Mulani 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir 
Penelitian 
Fundamental 
Tahun kedua, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2014). 
Naskah Jawa: 
Koleksi Museum 
Sonobudoyo dan 
Pura Pakualaman 
Yogyakarta: (1) 
Boekoe Primbon 
Djampi Djawi, (2) 
Serat Primbon 
Djawi, (3) Serat 
Primbon 
Jawi/Pratelaning 
Jampi Warni-Warni, 
(4) Serat Primbon 
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saha Wirid, (5) Serat 
Primbon, dan (6) 
Buku Jampi 
2014: 1-
18 
“Ramuan Herbal 
Noninstan dalam 
Naskah Kitab Tib 
sebagai Alternatif 
Pengobatan” 
Ellya Roza Jurnal Sosial 
Budaya: Media 
Komunikasi Ilmu-
Ilmu Sosial dan 
Budaya, Vol. 11, 
No. 1, Januari-Juni 
2014 
Naskah Melayu: 
Kitab Tib Melayu 
Koleksi 
Perpustakaan 
Nasional RI (W. 
227) 
2015: 36-
46 
“Pemanfaatan 
Tumbuhan Obat 
Tradisional oleh 
Masyarakat Etnis 
Serawai Berbasis 
Naskah Kuno Ka 
Ga Nga di Desa 
Kampai Talo 
Kabupaten 
Bengkulu Selatan” 
Kasrina Prosiding Semirata 
2015 bidang MIPA 
BKS-PTN Barat 
Universitas 
Tanjungpura 
Pontianak 
 
Naskah Ka Ga Nga 
(Bengkulu) 
2015: 44-
53 
“Leksikon 
Etnomedisin dalam 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional 
Minangkabau” 
Rona Almos 
dan Pramono 
Jurnal Arbitrer 
Vol. 2, April 2015 
Naskah 
Minangkabau 
2015 Pengobatan 
Tradisional Jawa 
pada Manuskrip-
Manuskrip 
Mangkunegaran, 
Kasunanan 
Surakarta, dan 
Museum 
Radyapustaka. 
(Tahun ke-1 dari 
rencana 2 tahun) 
Hesti Mulani, 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir 
Penelitian 
Fundamental, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2015). 
Naskah Jawa: (1) 
Koleksi Kraton 
Mangkunegaran, (2) 
Koleksi Kasunanan 
Surakarta; (3) 
Koleksi Museum 
Radyapustaka 
Surakarta 
2016 Pengobatan 
Tradisional Jawa 
pada Manuskrip-
Manuskrip 
Mangkunegaran, 
Kasunanan 
Surakarta, dan 
Museum 
Hesti Mulani, 
Sri Harti 
Widyastuti, 
Venny Indria 
Ekowati 
 
Laporan Akhir 
Penelitian 
Fundamental, 
Universitas Negeri 
Yogyakarta (2016). 
Naskah Jawa: (1) 
Koleksi Kraton 
Mangkunegaran, (2) 
Koleksi Kasunanan 
Surakarta; (3) 
Koleksi Museum 
Radyapustaka 
Surakarta 
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Radyapustaka. 
(Tahun ke-2 dari 
rencana 2 tahun) 
2016: 
191-200 
“Naskah Usada 
sebagai Kearifan 
Lokal Masyarakat 
Bali” 
Mu‟jizah DIALEKTIKA: 
Jurnal Bahasa, 
Sastra, dan 
Pendidikan Bahasa 
dan Sastra 
Indonesia, 3(2), 
2016 
Naskah Bali Koleksi 
Gedong Kirtya: 1. 
Usada Sari; 2. Usada 
Tuju; 3. Usada: 
Salinan Lontar 
Druwen UPTD 
Gedong Kirtya 
Singaraja; 4. 
Paneseb Usada. 
Koleksi Pusdok 
Kebudayan Bali: 5. 
Usada Sawah; 6. 
Usada Bang; 7. 
Tarupramana; 8. 
Usada Sato; 9. 
Usada Punggung 
Tiwas; 10. Usada 
Tarupramana. 
Koleksi pribadi: 11. 
Usada Kandaning 
Babai; 12. Usada 
Penglukatan Gering; 
13. Usada Bodda 
Kecapi Cmeng; 14. 
Usada Lunga 
Ngulangin; 15. 
Usada Piwilas. 
 
2017: 
979-988 
“Naskah 
Pengobatan dan 
Pertumbuhan Islam 
di Indonesia 
Tengah” 
Lalu 
Muhammad 
Ariadi 
Proceedings 
ANCOM 2017: 
Naskah Pengobatan 
dan Pertumbuhan 
Islam 
Naskah Sasak 
(Lombok): Naskah 
Usada Rara 
2017: 
139-151 
“Pengobatan 
Tradisional Jawa 
dalam Manuskrip 
Serat Primbon 
Jampi Jawi” 
Hesti Mulyani, 
Sri Harti W, 
Venny Indria 
E. 
Jurnal LITERA, 
Volume 16, Nomor 
1, April 2017 
Naskah Jawa: Serat 
Primbon Jampi Jawi 
Jilid I Koleksi 
Perpustakaan 
Reksapustaka 
Mangkunegaran 
Surakarta 
2017: “Jenis Tanaman Siti Wahyuni, Prosiding Seminar Naskah Sunda 
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555-559 Obat dalam Naskah 
Obat-Obatan 
Koleksi Museum 
Jawa Barat” 
Tedi Permadi Nasional Kearifan 
Lokal dalam 
Pemertahanan 
Integrasi Bangsa 
Indonesia, Unpad, 
Bandung 
Koleksi Museum 
Negeri Sri Baduga 
Jawa Barat: Naskah 
Obat-Obatan 
2017: 
572-878 
“Rahasia Obat dan 
Pengobatan 
Tradisional: 
Keterjalinan, 
Keselarasan 
Naskah dengan 
Adat dan Tradisi 
Masyarakat 
Baduy” 
Heryanto, Elis 
Suryani NS, 
Ike 
Rostikawati 
Husen 
Prosiding Seminar 
Nasional Kearifan 
Lokal dalam 
Pemertahanan 
Integrasi Bangsa 
Indonesia, Unpad, 
Bandung 
 
Naskah Sunda 
 
THE POTENTIAL OF MALAY MEDICAL MANUSCRIPT   
In the previous part of the discussion, it can be said that Javanese manuscripts are the 
most studied manuscripts by researchers. In addition, Balinese, Malay, Minangkabau, and 
Sundanese manuscripts are also relatively well studied. By this condition, the question that then 
arises is whether other regions in Indonesia have manuscripts that contain information about 
medication? To answer this question, we need to conduct special research and require a long 
time. 
In this concise article, the researcher traces several catalogs of manuscripts that can be 
reached. The traced manuscript catalogs are catalogs that mainly describe manuscipts owned by 
individual/ personal collection that located outside Java Island. Based on the trace of catalog 
manuscript, it can be said that there are still many medical manuscripts in various regions in 
Indonesia. Medical manuscripts are not only found in Javanese manuscripts, but also in other 
manuscripts. 
In Buton, Southeast Sulawesi, at least 3 manuscripts that hold information about 
medication are found. The three manuscripts are collections of Abdul Mulku Zahari who live in 
the city of Bau-Bau. The three manuscripts are (1) Hayat al-Hayawan (OB/1/AMZ); (2) 
Mujarabat Book (OB/2/AMZ); and (3) Medicines (OB/3/AMZ) (Ikram et.al, 2002). The "Hayat 
al-Hayawan" manuscript contains an explanation of animals that have various virtues. 
Manuscript "Book of Mujarabat" contains instructions of traditional medicine to treat the sick by 
using a spell sourced from the Quran and hadith. The "Medicines" manuscript contains 
instructions on traditional medicine to cure various diseases by reciting incantations and prayers 
sourced from Quran and hadith to relieve fear. 
In Kalimantan, at least one manuscript that contains medication is found. The manuscript 
title is “Penangkal dan Pengobatan Tradisional” (Antidotes and Traditional Medicine) 
(Pr/02/MM). This manuscript is written in Bugis, Jawi, and Arabic letters and uses Bugis and 
Malay languages (Kramadibrata and Mamlahatun Buduroh, 2010). 
In South Sulawesi, at least two manuscripts that contain information about medication are found.  
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The two manuscripts are (1) AZIMAT DAN PENGOBATAN (amulet and medication) 
(19/BR/BLS-Sop/2015) and (2) [JAMPI-JAMPI] „incantations/ spell‟ (26/Azm/BLA-Psr/2008). 
Besides, "Azimat dan Pengobatan" manuscript also contains information about medicines, such 
as medicine to cure TB, smallpox, headaches, dysentery, skin issue, and scabies. Meanwhile, 
"Jampi-Jampi" manuscript contains incantations to treat several diseases, such as headaches 
(Idham, 2017). 
There are still several manuscripts catalogs that have not been traced and examined their 
information. However, based on information from several catalogs, it can be said that there are 
still many medical manuscripts in various manuscript storage collections, especially in individual 
collections. Thus it can be said that the potential of medical manuscripts is very large to be traced 
in greater depth and planning. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the trace that has been conducted, it can be said that studies on medical 
manuscripts are relatively small. In the span of 17 years there are only 34 results of research on 
medical manuscripts. Thus, if calculated on average there are only 2 research results per year. 
The most studied manuscripts are Javanese manuscripts. Indeed, this finding is not too 
surprising. Besides having the most manuscripts compared to manuscripts from other regions, 
many Javanese manuscripts were written in the palace. The manuscript in the palace was written 
by professional writers on the king's orders. These professional writers have extensive 
knowledge about various things, including in the field of medicine. Therefore, it is natural that 
medical manuscripts are widely found in the palace. 
In the matter of medical manuscripts research, the role of Manassa has not been 
significant. Since the organizing of SIPN twenty years ago, there has never been a meeting with 
the theme "medication". In this regard, the role of the National Library of Indonesia is more 
visible because it has held a national seminar with the theme "medication" and published 
Jumantara journal with special edition on "medication". 
Things to be encouraged for the development of a medical manuscript research is 
collaboration or collaborative research between philologists (manuscript researchers) and 
researchers in other fields, such as pharmacy and medicine. By collaborative research, it is 
expected that the research on Malay medical manuscripts will be more developed. In addition, it 
should also be considered to cooperate with companies engaged in the pharmaceutical field. 
In terms of the potential for medical manuscripts, I presume that medical manuscripts are still 
widely stored in community collections in various regions in Indonesia. This suspicion is based 
on the amount of information obtained orally from the owners of the manuscript. However, it is 
unfortunate that until now the recording of information on this matter has not been conducted in 
a well-constructed plan. Hopefully in the future there are well-designed programs to document 
all manuscripts that contain information of medication. 
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